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User’s quick overview: Which users are addressed by which chapters?
Users, who want to search for and retrieve data from the WADI Data Portal:
Chapter 3: The WADI Data Portal
Chapter 4: Access to WADI data
Chapter 5: Tips and Advice for Easy Operation
Part A. Search Options
Part B. Search Results
Part C. Sensor Search Results
Part D. Map Viewer
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Glossary:
For the purposes of this document the following definitions have been adopted:
Data: „Data“ is defined as „a reinterpretable representation of information in a formalized manner,
suitable for communication, interpretation, or processing“1 represented by distinct units of information
such as facts, numbers, letters, symbols, usually formatted in a specific way, stored in a data
base and suitable for processing by a computer
Data Management: Data Management is the development and execution of architectures,
policies, practices and procedures that properly manage the full data lifecycle needs of an
institutional unit (following data management definition of the international Data
Management Association (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_management)
Data Management Plan: Formal document created at the beginning of a research project
describing planned data management workflows (quality assurance, formatting, coding,
metadata creation, etc.) in the life cycle of data from data acquisition, processing, sharing,
archiving to deletion
Data Manager: The person(s) responsible for the operational management and processing of
the data in the information system
Data Provider: An individual or an institution which distributes data to other parties
Data Rights Management: The regulation of access to data by consideration of intellectual
property rights, data privacy, and other legal restrictions
Data User: An individual authorized to access and use data
Geodata: Data that contains spatial references with coordinates which can be processed by
GIS and visualized on maps
GIS: Geographic Information System is a software or computer system to analyze and
process geo-referenced data (geodata) and to display them on maps
ISO: International Organization for Standardization
Layer: Dataset of geographic information in and from a GIS
Metadata: Data giving information on data available and availability enabling the user to
assess its fitness for its own use and purposes
Standard: Norm or requirement for an item (e.g. service, process, technique, etc.) based on a
common agreement
URL: Uniform Resource Locator, equal to web address

1

ISO/IEC 2382-1. Source: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daten. Accessed: 12/2012
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1 Introduction
1.1 Objectives of the WADI - Data Portal
In order to facilitate the acquisition, provision, integration, management and exchange of the
heterogeneous data resources within a scientific and non-scientific multiuser (distributed)
environment the spatial data infrastructure (SDI) WADI (WASCAL Data Infrastructure)
has been build-up. Each institution contributing to WASCAL may host an individual data
infrastructure to manage and to exchange “own” data and metadata. Alternatively, data
may be incorporated into the central data infrastructure located at the WASCAL Competence
Center.
Within WASCAL a large number of heterogeneous data are collected. These data are
mainly coming from
•

different initiated research activities within WASCAL (Core Research Program, Graduate
School Program),

•

the hydrological-meteorological, remote sensing, biodiversity and socio economic
observation networks within WASCAL,

•

the activities of the WASCAL Competence Center in Ouagadougou, Burkina-Faso

The communication between individual infrastructures and WADI is accomplished by OGC
compliant Web services, which supply standards and interfaces to search in and to access to
spatial data. Consequent usage of these standards guarantees an interoperable access and allows
in addition the integration of data from other data holders without bigger expenditure.

1.2 The WASCAL Data Management Unit
The WASCAL Data Management Unit is a team of FZJ and ZEF members with the following
tasks:
•
•
•

Maintenance and further development of the technical, organizational and data policy
framework of the WASCAL Data Management System
Support of WASCAL users by trainings and individual assistance
Development and management of the WADI-Data Portal for streamlining data access
and search
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The WASCAL Data Management Unit is managed by:
Ralf Kunkel, Dr. (Senior Scientist FZJ)
Phone :++49-2461-61-3262
Email: r.kunkel@fz-juelich.de

Antonio Rogmann (Senior Researcher ZEF)
Phone: ++49-228-73-4904
Email: arogmann@uni-bonn.de
Juergen Sorg (FZJ)
Phone: ++49-2461-61-5535
Email: j.sorg@fz-juelich.de
Huaping Wang (FZJ)
Phone: ++49-2461-61-3264
Email: h.wang@fz-juelich.de

1.3 Scope of the WADI-Data Portal Handbook
The WADI-Data Portal Handbook addresses members of WASCAL who use the WADI-Data
Portal for searching, archiving and sharing digital resources used and generated by research
projects carried out or coordinated within WASCAL. It provides information on how to use the
WADI-Data Portal as main web-user interface to access heterogeneous data resources.

2 Legal constraints for data sharing: Data Policy
Legal constraints are a very important issue to address in data management. Intellectual property
and data privacy needs to be protected. In the WADI Data Management Policy rights and
commitments of participants regarding the sharing of data with WASCAL-internal and external
parties are regulated.
Rights and commitments of WASCAL members regarding the sharing of data are, following
German law, dependent on the employment status of the WASCAL member. We distinguish
among employees with regular working contracts and with stipends.
Please click on the hyperlinks to get more information regarding your rights and commitments in
the sharing of data respectively the provision of data to the supervisor in order to verify the
research findings:

Please ignore that section. Will be included later ……
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3 The WADI-Data Portal
3.1 WADI components
Fig. 3.1 The WADI components

The main components of WADI consist of (see Fig. 3.1):
Central components:
o
o
o
o
o

the Central Metadata Catalogue
a file storage system to manage file based data
a time series management system to manage observation data
a management system for remote sensing data
a web portal to query, visualize and access data

Distributed components
o distributed nodes comunicating with each other and with the central components
by standardized (OGC) web services

3.2 The WADI-Data Portal
(https://icg4wascal.icg.kfa-juelich.de/wascal_searchportal/dispatch)
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is used to access and search information on data (metadata) and other digital resources generated
by projects carried out within WASCAL. The software used is Plone (release 4) for the content
management, and GWT (release 2.6.1) for implementing and providing interactive data search
interface with Map Viewer (see Fig. 3.2).

Fig. 3.2 The WADI-Data Portal, User interface with search panel, result overview list and the Map Viewer
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shows the WADI-Data Portal with its three main user interfaces. Herewith the user is enabled to
perform a search, get the results(see Fig. 3.3), and include the interactive map layers (if provided
by a metadata set) into the map viewer on one screen. How that works is described in the
following sections of the handbook.
Details
(1) Metadata Search panel to explore the content of the database by performing topical
searches in the metadata catalogue (metadata = information about data,
4.2: Data
Access)
(2) Advanced Search panel to perform extended search with additional options such as
“When?”, “Where?”, “What?”.
(3) Hierarchical Search panel to search the metadata catalogue by theme.
(4) In these blocks are the results of search, results of sensor search and layers specified.
(5) The Map Viewer help to spatial analyse.
9

(6) Login.
(7) A miniature map.

Fig. 3.3 The results of search
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Details
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Search result, overview of each meta data
More information of meta data by clicking on the button “+” or “more”.
Subtab with additional information can be accessed by clicking on “more”.
Additional functions: “zoom to bbox”, “show bbox”, “follow link to resource”, “Add
WMS Layer to map”, “download resource” etc.
(5) Details of additional information.
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4 Access to WADI data
4.1 Registration-Process
In general, information about data or any other digital resource – the metadata – is visible to all
visitors of the WASCAL project. In some cases visibility of metadata is restricted to registered
users or even the metadata author (= owner) only, for example if the metadata record is still
under construction.
Usually a metadata record is linked to the data it describes. Some data is in the public domain
and accessible to every visitor of the WADI-Data Portal by download, whereas other data is
accessible for specific users only, for example WASCAL members or project partners. To
download restricted data it is necessary to have an account in the WADI-Data Portal.
Within the system every user account is assigned to one or several groups. The group structure
reflects the organizational framework of WASCAL. Every account has at least one “profile”. A
profile provides the user account with specific rights to do something within the system.
Based on the rules and regulations as outlined in the WASCAL Data Management
Policy, user accounts are created by the Data Portal Administrator.

4.2

How to find and access data

4.2.1

Data search

The WADI provides means to search for sensors, maps, reports, publications and any other
research related digital resource, which in the following we call “data” for reasons of
simplification. The information about available data is organized in a metadata catalogue
(metadata = data about data). A metadata record provides information on different aspects
of a digital resource. The metadata record consists of a range of metadata elements covering
aspects such as “author”, “abstract”, “purpose”, “publication time”, “data quality”,
“format”, “restrictions” etc. in a standardized manner. The metadata catalogue entries are
linked either to external data sources or to the WASCAL research project, where the data is
stored and can be retrieved from.
There are several possible ways to search the metadata catalogue. They are described in the
following sections.

4.2.1.1

Browse by Topic

On the top of the search panel could the metadata catalogue be explored by topic (see Fig. 4.1).
Simple click on each topic e. g. “Administrative Boundaries”, the results will be itemized in the
middle panel (see Fig. 3.3). Click the button “+”/“more”, there is a number of additional
information to explore. Fig. 4.2 shows the details, if tab “General” or “Metadata” selected.
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Fig. 4.1 Browse by Topic

Fig. 4.2 Topic search results with additional functions and additional information
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Additional functions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

4.2.1.2

zoom to bbox
show bbox
follow link to resource
add WMS Layer to map
download resource

Simple Search and Search with Filter

The main input field for entering free text is displayed as default (Fig. 4.3). For example: if the
term “water” is entered, not only are data thematically dealing with water issues found, but so
too are metadata containing “water” in the contact details of the metadata author. For a thematic
specification it is preferable to use the “Keywords” input field ( 4.2.2: Advanced Search).
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Fig. 4.3 Simple freetext search
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To filter the results different type of search criteria can be used (see Fig. 4.4).
(1) Free text can be entered (1 ) to search the data catalogue. The search will be performed
over all metadata elements available in a metadata record, such as abstract, keywords,
contact details to the author, etc. Several terms entered in this field work as an ‘AND
request’, meaning, the metadata-set must contain all of the search terms to be found.
(2) In the “Where” fields the position of search term in “Metadata field(s)” (2 ) can be
preselected, e.g. “Abstract” or “Title”.
(3) The “Where” fields includes also one “Catalogue” (3 ) option, the Catalogue of interest
can be determined.
(4) Selected spatial area (4 ) of interest marked by the bounding box.
(5) Data valid for a determined timeframe can be searched within the “When?”, click the
checkbox 6 first and then select period from date picker “From” & “To” (7 ).
Fig. 4.4 Search with filter “Where” and “When”
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There is an option to search for data related to a geographic area by using the interactive map
on the search panel (can be combined with other search parameters). Any search is started by
clicking on “Search” in the search panel. When clicking on “Search” (8 ) without any search
criteria entered, all available metadata records are listed in the search result overview list (see
Fig. 3.3).

4.2.2

Advanced search options

With the Advanced Search Options the user is enabled to perform a search based on specific
criteria. These criteria can be combined with a spatial search, a free-text search, etc. It works as
an AND filtering. The data must match to all of the criteria used to be found. By a click on the
small “+” beside “What” a drop-down menu opens with sub-menus for an accurate search by
Topic Category, by Sensor Type and by Parameter (see Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6).

4.2.2.1

Search by Topic Category

Fig. 4.5: Advanced Search Options with topic category selection fields
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Different topic categories can be used to filter the search results (Fig. 4.5), for example the topic
category “economy” and “biota”. Within the category fields we have an OR relationship among
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the search terms. That means, that a search results in a higher amount of metadata listed in the
result overview list, because the metadata must only contain one of the entered search terms.
The results will be listed in the middle panel (see Fig. 3.3).

4.2.2.2

Sensor Search by Sensor Type

It provides in addition searching over sensor data by Sensor Type.
(1) Choose one sensor type.
(2) Then press the button “search”, the relevant stations will be collected in the list below
“Sensor Search Results” (see Fig. 4.6).
(3) Check the checkbox besides one station you can get more information about this station.
(4) By clicking on the button “add” the Map Viewer opens and the station will be added to
the map.
Fig. 4.6: Sensor Search by Sensor Type
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4.2.2.3

Sensor Search by Parameter

To find the sensors of interest can also use Parameter as search item (Fig. 4.7).
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

First select the Parameter of interest.
Click the button “+” nearby, the parameter appears in the text area(5).
The blank box thereunder prompts to input parameter of your interest.
With one click on the button “+” nearby this parameter comes into the following text
area(5).
To change the parameter select this item in this text area.
Then click the button”-” under it.
Press the button “search”, the results will be showed under “Sensor Search Results”.
Check the checkbox besides the station name to inspect the station data.
Press the button “add” the station(s) will be added to the map.

Fig. 4.7: Sensor Search by Parameter
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4.2.2.4

Hierarchical Search

The last part of the search panel provides searching for data by themes and by keywords, a set of
keywords are organized by themes(Fig. 4.8, part 1). It is be built up of root and leaves and makes
a hierarchical search possible.
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(1) Click the keyword of interest, the results will be itemized under “Search results”.
(2) Click the button “+” or “more”, select one tab to see more details of one metadata.
(3) Click the button “Add WMS layer to the map”, under “Layers” this layer will be
included.
(4) This WMS layer will be added to the map, using zoom in/zoom out to inspect
geographical dimension.
(5) More layers could be added or deleted by checking the checkbox before the layer name.

Fig. 4.8 Hierarchical Search
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4.3

Search Results

4.3.1 Meta Data Search Results
The results of search by topic, free text search or hierarchical search will be collected in a list
with additional information and functions (see Fig. 4.2, Page 11).
Fig. 4.9 Meta data search results

4.3.2

Sensor Search Results

If a sensor search is performed the stations will be collected in a list under “Sensor search
Results”. You can access (multiple) services and add them to the map.
Fig. 4.10 Sensor search results
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4.3.3

Layers

If you add layers to the map, they will be also collected under „Layers“.
Fig. 4.11 Layers
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4.3.4

Map Viewer

Fig. 4.12 Map Viewer
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2
1) Zoom functions for the map (see Page 30).
2) Added Layers as overlays.
3) Select a base layer or add/remove overlays.
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5 Tips and Advice for Easy Operation
In many areas of WADI interface you can get tips if you move mouse over it.

Part A. Search options
Under „Search“ it means free text search, in a text area you can define filter criteria, such as
Name, Title, Abstract, Description, and input them with multiple lines.
Fig. 5.1 Free text search

In advanced search area select one or more field names from the list to perform a free text
search only in this selected fields. The selected items are and-concatenated. This means that
if you select more than one, each result record must be related to all selected categories
(items). To select more than one item keep Ctrl(Strg) pushed and select others. To
remove selection of an item press Ctrl(Strg) and click it again.
Fig. 5.2 Selected fields search

You can select one or more meta data catalogs where you can search in. A meta data catalog
is a data store where you can search for desired data by means of its descriptive meta data. If
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you a priori do not know in which catalog you want to search, then select no one to search in
all catalogs.
Fig. 5.3 Search in catalogs

By checking this box a spatial filter is applied to the search request, which selects only data
records, that are collected within the map extend.
Fig. 5.4 Spatial Search

You can select “From”- and “To-“date to specify temporal filter criteria.
Fig. 5.5 Date picker
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Under “What?” you can specify filter criteria depend on the kind of data or how or what data
is measured/observed.
Fig. 5.6 Search in “What?”

The available data is categorized by the categories listed in this component. Select one or
more categories to search for data categorized with the selected items.
Fig. 5.7 Search by Topic Category

Select one or more sensors types to perform a search which results only measurement
stations that have sensors installed from the selected type(s).
Fig. 5.8 Search by Sensor Type

This component allows to define criteria to search for stations by the measured parameters.
You can select parameters from the drop down box or define the parameter name by your
own.
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Fig. 5.9 Search by Parameter

Add the selected value from the drop down list to the filter criteria list.
Fig. 5.10 Select a parameter

In a text box you can input a Parameter of your interest.
Fig. 5.11 Input a parameter of your interest
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Delete the selected item from the list.
Fig. 5.12 Delete a paramter

Start the search process by clicking the “search” button.
Fig. 5.13 Search button

By selecting a node or a leaf from this tree a search is performed that selects only data
records that have related keyword values that are equal to the resulting tree path.
Fig. 5.14 Hierarchical Search
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Part B. Search results
In this section a short summary of the meta data is represented. If the data is suitable to
download or visualize then some buttons or links have been created.
Fig. 5.15 Search Results
cc
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Click this icon to zoom to bbox.
Fig. 5.16 Zoom to bbox

Click this icon to show bbox
Fig. 5.17 Show bbox

Click this icon to follow link to resource
Fig. 5.18 Follow link to resource

Click this icon to add WMS Layer to map
Fig. 5.19 Add WMS Layer to map
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Click this icon to download resource
Fig. 5.20 Download resource

Click “more” or “+” button to view meta data like author, abstract, title etc. Also you can
download data or, depending on the available formats, visualize the data.
Fig. 5.21 More meta data details

This is a detailed meta data view. By clicking a topic (tab) you can get more details.
Fig. 5.22 Meta data details
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Part C. Sensor search results

If you perform a sensor search you can open the view containing results of the sensor
search. Then you can click the collected stations to get meta data about the measurement
station.
Fig. 5.23 Sensor search results

Select the checkbox and click the add-button will add all selected stations as overlays to the
map.
Fig. 5.24 Add stations to the map.
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If data from this station can be accessed by multiple services, then you can select the
appropriated service in this drop down box.
Fig. 5.25 Select multiple services

Part D. Map Viewer
You can click a button on the map to perform an action:

1) Click here to zoom to convex bounding box of all layers
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Displace the map center to the midpoint of all layers
Remove all overlayers from the map
Zoom in
Zoom out
Select a base layer
Add/Remove a WMS layer
8) Open/close the layer selector
9) Added Layers (Overlays)

Fig. 5.25 Map Viewer
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